CONFERENCE PROGRAM

Friday, November 11th
9:00
Welcome
Professor Judith Baskin (Assistant Dean for Humanities, College of Arts and Sciences)

9:05
Introductory Remarks
Professor Alejandro Arturo Vallega (University of Oregon)

9:30-10:50
Ethics of Liberation in the Context of Contemporary Ethics
Professor Enrique Dussel (Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, Mexico).
Chair: Professor Carlos Aguirre (Director of Latin American Studies, University of Oregon)

11:00-12:20
Freedom and Oppression in North America
Professor Charles Scott (Vanderbilt University).
Chair: Professor Jason Winfree (CSU, Stanislaus)

1:20-2:40
Toward an Ethics of Women’s Empowerment in Latin America
Professor Ofelia Schutte (University of South Florida).
Chair: Professor Bonnie Mann (University of Oregon)

2:50-4:10
Decolonial Ethics and Fanonian Meditations for the 21st Century
Professor Nelson Maldonado-Torres (Rutgers University, New York).
Chair: Professor Rocio Zambrana (University of Oregon)

4:20-5:00
Ethics in the Americas: New Departures
Open participant and attendants discussion
Saturday, November 12th
9:00-10:20
*Indigenous Interrogations of Neoliberalism and the "Occupation" of Wall Street": Notes from the other 1%*
Professor Sandy Grande (Connecticut College)
Chair: Professor Amos Nascimento (University of Washington, Tacoma)

10:30-11:50
*From Political Theology to the Politics of Liberation: Justice after/before the Law*
Professor Eduardo Mendieta (SUNY Stony Brook Stony).
Chair: Professor Rocio Zambrana (University of Oregon)

12:50-2:10
*American Indian Genocide and the Agency of Empire*
Professor Scott Pratt (University of Oregon)
Chair: Professor Amos Nascimento (University of Washington, Tacoma)

2:10-3:30
*Retrieving "Ruwana-sophical" sources for Andean Forms of Revolutionary Praxis*
Professor Omar Rivera (Southwestern University, Texas)
Chair: Professor Jason Winfree (CSU, Stanislaus)

3:40-5:00
*Etica y decolonialidad/Ethics and decoloniality*
Professor Walter Mignolo (Duke University).
Chair: Jesus Sepulveda (University of Oregon)

Sunday November 13th
10:30-11:50
*El desafío a la Corrupción en la Política Latinoamericana / Challenging Corruption in Latin American Politics*
Professor Hernando Estevez (John Jay School for Social Justice, CUNY, New York.)
Chair: Professor Hugo Moreno (Reed College)

1:00-2:20
*Towards an Ethics of the Marginalized in the Americas via a Study of the Marginalization of Hispanics in the American Philosophical Community*
Professor Gregory Pappas (Texas A&M University).
Chair: Professor Grant Silva (Canisius College, N.Y.)

2:30-3:50
*The Value of all Values in Latin America: Aesthetic Value and the Shaping of the Latin American Philosophical Tradition*
Professor Elizabeth Millan (De Paul University of Chicago).
Chair: Professor Hugo Moreno (Reed College)

4:00-5:00
*Ethics in the Americas: New Departures*
Open participant and attendants discussion